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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM
PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING FLAP-CONTROL
LO.ADSAT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
R. Czarnecki and Douglas R. Lord
has been made to detemine the possibiMty of using
for the estimation of control loads at supersonic
speeds. The results of the investigation indicate that relatively shuple
procedures are possible for the esthation of loadings on flap-t~ con-
trols at supersonic speeds for the case where no flow separation occurs
ahead of the hinge Mm. For tip-type controls, the simplified procedures
have been tested only in a few cases and need further development. For
controls with swept hinge lines, experimental data are lacking, but it
is anticipated that the procedures,developedfor the unswept hinge-Mne
controls w3U apply provided that there is no flow separation at the hinge
line or that the sweep angle is not too large. W general, the loadings
predicted by the simplified procedures are in better agreement with
experiment than is ummoUied three-dimensional 13mear theory.
INmmmoI?
,
. .
The estimation of control loads at supersonic speeds fr~ liuear
theory or other avaihble techniques has proved to be rather complicated
W tedious. In particular, there is a need for rapid methods of pre-
dicting control loads with reasonable accuracy for prelimimry design.
The objective of this paper is to present such a technique. Of course,
it should be stressed that shplicity is often achieved only at a sac-
rifice in ultimate accuracy. Another restriction that has been imposed
in this paper is tlmt the boundary ~r on tbe wing is turbulent.
SYMBOLS
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P premmre coefficient,
~ -c pressure
M
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~
free-stresm Mach mmber
mtise distance
angle of attack, deg
control deflection, deg
increment in section normal force on
increment h section nomal force on
increment in section pitching moment
increment in section pitching moment
plus control
constant
Wbscripts:”
z 10CEJ2.
1 mead of control hinge line
2“ behind control hinge 13ne
av average
cr critical
TRMLENG-EDGE
Basic Flow
CONTROLS
Types
h figures 1 and 2 are depicted two basic
flap-type control. Figure 1 shows a flow that
4
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control
~ plus control
due to load on control
due to load on wing
Qpes of flow over a
adheres closely to the
airfoil surface. This * of flow occurs only at relatively low angles
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of attack and control deflection. Some theoretical and experimental
chordwise pressure distributions characterizedby this type of flow are
. indicated in the lower part of figure 1. These results were obtained
at a Mach nmiber of 1.61.on an essentially two-d3mension@ station on
a trapezoidal wing having a hexagonal section. The synibol P denotes
the usual pressure coefficient and x/c, the chordwise station in terns
of the local chord. The agreement between linear theory smd experiment
is seen to be good except that experimentally+he flow does not expand
as much around the corner just ahead of the control hinge line as is
indicated by theory and the load over the control is only about 70 per-
cent of the theoretical load.
‘1’hske%ch in the upper part of figure 2 illustrates conditions
where the flow is separated up to the hinge line on the control low-
pressure surface smd on the * wing ahead of the hinge line on the
side of the control high-pressure surface. Separated flows such as these
occur when the angles of attack and control deflection are Large enough
to produce very strong sticks at the control trailing edge or hinge line.
These strong shocks cause the boundary layer on the wing or cantrol to
separate. The plot in the lower part of figure 2 shows the corresponding
pressure distributions. UbtiousQ, the agreement between theory snd
experiment is not good; on the control upper surface, theory even indi-
cates a pressure lower than absolute vacuum.
Jn this paper it is impossible to discuss thoroughly all the types
of flow illustrated h figures 1 and 2. Experience has shown, however,
that separation from the control low-pressure surface occurs first, is
.
generalJy restricted to the control itself, and has a rektively small
effect on the control aerodynamic characteristics. The chordwise pres-
sure distribution in such a separated-flowregion is usually uniform
as indicated for the control upper surface in figure 2. Thus, fbr con-
ditions where flow separation does not occur ahead of the hinge line,
the control chordwise loadings closely resemble the unifom loading shown
for an unseparated-flow condition in figure 1 even though the loading may
be asyfmnetricalbetween the upper and lower surfaces. In this paper the
discussion of flap-type controls will be limited to conditions where flow
separationmay be present on the control itself but does not occur shead
of the control on the main wing.
Method of Approach
As was mentioned previously, within the’Imitations just described
the control chordwise loadings resemble the one shown in figure 1. The
crux of the situation lies in this uniform loading; for if this loading
. is always a constant percentage of the theoretical-value, the loading
per unit degree of angle of attack or control deflection can be readily
estimated from simple two-dimensional considerationsby taldng the proper
.
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proportion of the linear theory loading given by 4/J=l. !I!hlsratio
of experimental to theoretical loading is defined as K and, as indi-
cated by the results in figure 1, is eqyal to about 0.7. Thus, if it
cm be shown that effects of a and 5 can be considered independently
of one another, that the span loading is unifomn, and that the constant K
always remains about 0.7, then a simple procedure for estimating control
span loadings %ecomes available. Before proceeding with these discus-
sions, however, it is desirable first to indicate the manner in which the
limiting-flow conditions can he detemdned and the effect of Mach mxiber.
Flow-E@aration Psrameters
~ figure 3 are presented two criteria to aid in determining the
limiting conditions of flow separation ahead of the control hinge line.
At present, it is not known which is the better criterion. @ figure 3
on the left, (p21pJcr relates the static pressures ahead of and behind
the hinge Hne for the Wtial appearance of separation. In figure 3 on
the right
()
‘2 - ‘1 describes the pressure rise in terns of the local
‘1 cr
dynamic pressure ahead of the shock reqyired for flow separation. The
locsl flow Ehch nuiber ahead of the control surface iS Ml. The =peri-
mental data are from control tests on a trapezoidal wing at M = 1.61
and 2.01. The data are cmpared with the results ccunpiledby Bogdonoff
and I%pl..er(ref. 1) * by Iange (ref. 2). Agreement is only fair in
both cases. It is suggested that an average value indicated by the
present experimental results be used to detemine the Uniting control
-.
In general, for the usual type of control configuration with
sharp trailing edge, the limiting 5 will tend to approach 20°. For
controls with thickened trailing edges and for controls operating at
free-stream Wch nmbers at or below 1:6 at fairly high an$les of attack,
where the local Wch number becomes low and shock detachment becomes
inminent for small.pressure-rise ratios as ixidicatedby the plots in
figure 3, the limiting angles decrease.
,
Hfect of Wch Number
Figure 4 shows the effect of Mach nmber on the chordwise pressure
distributions. The sketch at the top of figure 4 indicates that the
data were obtained on an essentially two-dimensional station on a trap-
ezoidal.wing at Wch numbers of 1.61 and 2.o1. w ordinate is the nor-
malized pressure coefficient W x/c, the station in terns of the local
wing chord. ~o angle-of-attack and control-cleflection conditions, as
.
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indicated, are shown. The results for the two test Ma&- nmubers are seen
to be in very good agreement despite the fact that flow separation has
already occurred ahead of the control at M = 1.61 on the side of the
. control high-pressure surface (indicatedby the square and diamond sym-
bols) and the control angle therefore is somewhat beyond the limit pre-
viously described. On the basis of other results it appears that this
t~ of correlation should be possible to considerably higher Mach nmbers
than indicated here, ~rhaps to M = 3.5 or 4.0.
Spamise Imdings
The use of the previously suggested unifom-loading procedure in
determmng the span-load distributions for a full-span flap-type control
is illustrated in figure 5 for a Mach mmber of 1.61. The control is
denoted by the shaded ma in the sketch in the up~r part of the figure.
The wing shown, incidentally, has 23° sweep at the leading edge, md thus
the control is influenced by conical flow across nearly the entire span.
h the plot on the left of figure 5 are presented the section nomal-
force parameters for the load on the control due to a against the semi-
span distance parameter ~. On the right-hand side of figure 5 are
b/2
shown the section normal-force parsmeters for the load on the control due
to 5. The dashed lines indicate span loadings cmputed frm linear
theory. The e~rimental points in the plot on the left-hsnd side of the
figure cover a range of a frm 0° to 15°, whereas the experimental
points in the plot au the right-hand side cover a b range from -20°
to 200. The solid lines represent the span loadings obtained by assuming
a unlfomq.loading both chcmiwise W“ spanwise with a point value of
QTXJI= 1 for both the angle-of-attack and control-cleflection
cases. A comparison of the results indicates that the qrimental span-
wise loadings are h good agreement with the span loadings cmputed sti-
ply on the basis of @orm loadimg and the aforementioned point-loading
Parameter. The agreement is considerablybetter than that between exper-
iment SJldthe unmodified Hnear theory. It should also be noted that
the effects of the wing tip and control tip were relatively small and can
be neglected to a first order. For the case of uniform loading the center
of pressure for the canplete control is predicted to be at the control
center of area; the experimental spanwise center-of-p~ssure results are
in good agreanent with this prediction.
Figure 6 shows the application of the simplified technique for esti-
mating span loadings to a partial-span control. The control is indicated
by the sketch at the top of figure 6. Ordinates and abscissas are as in
figure 5 except that the incremental wing-span loading parsmeter is used
to show the effects of control deflection on wing carryover. ‘lb flap
,
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section nomsl force is equal to the wing section nomal force within
the span covered by the control when there is no flow separation ahesd
of the hinge WE, as is the case here.- Linear theory, uniform loading
calculations, and experimental results sz’eindicated by dashed lines,
.
solid IJnes, W experimental points, respectively. The agreement between
the uniform-loading span-load distribution and experiment is seen to be
again considerablybetter than that between unmodified linear theory ‘and
experiment. The experimental spsmise center of pressure for the control
is also very close to the center of control area as predicted hy uniform-
loading calculations. .
Figure 7 has been prepared to illustrate how closely the spanwise
distribution of chordwise pitching moment due to the loads on the control
can be predicted. These results are for the same control configuration
ShOW71 b figure 6. The same line and syndol code applied except that the
ordinates in this figure are the incremetis in section + pitching
maments contributedby the flap from the loading due to a or b. The
moments are taken about the cehter of the mean aerodymmi c chord or about
the 0.564 root-chord station, as indicated in the sketch. Again, the
simple uniform load predictions are in good agreement with experiment;
thus, the experimental chordwise loadings are uniform and the experimental
control longitudinal center of pressure is near the center of control area.
For controls operating in a strong~ cmical flow field, such as
on a highly swept delta wing, the problem of estimating the spanwise con-
trol loading due to u becomes more complex and the procedure must be
.
modified. WS condition is shown in figure 8 for a f~-span flap-@pe
control on a 600 delta wing at a Mach nwiber of 1.61. For the loading d
due to control deflection, the uniform-loading procedure presented in
previous figures stilJ applies. The loading on the control due to a,
however, imcreases across the span to a peak at about the 87-percent
semispan station. Inasmuch as the form of this loading is dependent upon .
the relationshipbetween the Mach line from the wing apex and the wing
leading edge and must le preserved, the following technique was evolved.
The chordwise loading at any spanwise station is assmned to be constant
and equal to the three-dimensional linear-theory value at the flap mid-
chord point multiplied by K = 0.7. The spanwise variation in loading
is thus introducedby the spanwise variation in the midchord point
loading.
The agreement between these constant-chord-loadcalculations and
experiment is gOOa. Although the data are not shown, the agreement
between the calculated spanwise variation of pitching moment and experi-
mental results is eqwdly good.
The exact region Where the uniform~oading procedure shadil give
way to this modified procedure is difficult to define because of the
gradual ttiition fra one type of loading to the other. b general,
kcoNmDmTI&3 .
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however, the modified procedure should be used when the Mach line frrmn
the wing apex begins to approach the wing leading edge d the edge tends
. to become sonic or subsonic.
TIP CONTROLS
%SiC Problems
more
The problem of estimating loadings on tip controls
complex than that of the flap-type control and the
iS considerably
@mplJfied methods
of estimating the loadings have not been as fully developed. Although
tip-control configurations generaUy are not afflicted with hinge-ldne
separation, they are affected by additional variables such as leading-
edge separation and shock detachment and are considerablymore sensitive
to control section and wing-control parthg-Une effects. Consequently,
the chordwise loadings can change rapidly with changes in any one of
these variables and the loading often has no resemblance to that predicted
by linear theory. It appears, however, that, despite all these complic-
ations, it may eventually be possible to develop a relatively simple
procedure for estimating the loadings on at least certain types of tip
—
controls.
Typical Spanwise Loading
Figure 9 shows the results of some such simple
W-delta tip control. The control is depicted by
calculations for a
the shaded area in
the sketch of the wing. The ordinate is the section pitching mcnnentdue
to a or b taken about the middle of the mean aerodynamic chord or
the 2/3 station of the root chord. Linear theory is indicated by the
dashed lines and the uniform loading predictions by the solid line. The
first thing to notice is that a K-factor of 0.70 no longer always guar-
antees good agreement between the unMomn-lQading calculations and exper-
hent, as exemplified by the control-deflection case. In order to over-
come this deficiency, the constant K was modified to give EIgood fit
between calculated and experimental section nomal.-force parameters, which
are not shown here. The resultant values of K were 0.85 for the losdlng
due to a and only O.~ for the loading due to 5. This large decrease
for the control-deflectioncase is to be expected because of the strongly
three-dimensionalflow over a very low-aspect-ratio shape. The calculated
section pitching-moment parameters for these modified values of K are
in faii agreement with experiment for the loading due to 6 but tend to
be scmewhat high for the loading due to a. 13etteragreement as regards
both magnitude and shapes of the curves can be obtained in the ktter
case by asaming a trapezoidal rather than uniform chordwise loading.
—.—. —. .. . . .—. —z ...— —— ... .... . .. — .— —— —. -
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of uniform spanwise pressure appears to he
the assumption of no wing carryover of the
reasonably ade-
control load
At present, these simplified procedures for estimating loads on tip
controls have been applied to only a limited number of cases. lh.dica-
tions are that the value of K maybe dependent upon control configura-
tion and Mach nwiber. Obviously, further analysis of availsble data must
be made before final recommendations canbe given.
CONTROLSWITH SWEPJ!IIINGEIJms
At present, there is a lack of experimental data on whichto develop
simple procedures for”estimating loadings on controls with swept hinge
lines. On the basis of availsble Wwledge, however, it msybe antici-
pated that the procedures described previously should apply provided
there is no hinge-line separation, the sweep angle is not too high, and
the nomal component of the veloci~
CONCLUDING
h conclusion, it maybe stated
been developed for the estimation of
at M-me line is used. – -
that simpWied procedures have
control loadings on flap-type con-
trols at supersonic speeds for the case where no flow separation occurs
ahead of the hinge line. For tip-~ controls, the simplified proce-
dures have been tested only b a few cases and need further development.
For controls with swept hinge lines, experhdxal data are lacking, but
it is anticipated that the procedtis develo~d for the unswept Qe-
line controls will apply provided that there is no flow separation at
the hinge line or the sweep angle is not too large. It might also be
mentioned that, in geneti, the loadings predicted by the simplified
procedures are in better agreement with expximent thsn the unmodified
three-dimensional linear theory is.
Ia.ngleyAeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics,
=ey meld, Va., April 21, 1955.
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